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Sex or no sex: Evolutionary adaptation
occurs regardless

Michael F. Seidl and Bart P. H. J. Thomma*
All species continuously evolve to adapt to changing environments. The

genetic variation that fosters such adaptation is caused by a plethora of

mechanisms, including meiotic recombination that generates novel allelic

combinations in the progeny of two parental lineages. However, a considerable

number of eukaryotic species, including many fungi, do not have an apparent

sexual cycle and are consequently thought to be limited in their evolutionary

potential. As such organisms are expected to have reduced capability to

eliminate deleterious mutations, they are often considered as evolutionary

dead ends. However, inspired by recent reports we argue that such organisms

can be as persistent as organisms with conventional sexual cycles through the

use of other mechanisms, such as genomic rearrangements, to foster

adaptation.
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Introduction

Genomes are highly dynamic and vary
considerably between, and often even
within, species with respect to structure
and content. This dynamics is caused by
mutations that are either neutral, and
may thus be transient, or mediate
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increased fitness and became fixed in
the population by natural (Darwinian)
selection. Variations are caused by a
multitude of mechanisms and range
from single nucleotide polymorphisms
to large-scale genomic rearrangements.
The latter may result in translocation,
duplication, and deletion of genetic
material, thereby affecting chromosom-
al size and gene content. Even though
chromosomal rearrangements have
been associated with diseases and
reduced fitness, they are also major
drivers of evolution. They contribute to
adaptation to novel or changing envi-
ronments and even to speciation by
reproductive isolation [1–3].

Although evolution is an ongoing
process for any organism, adaptation to
dynamic environments is of particular
importance for pathogens that need to
co-evolve with their hosts in a continu-
ous arms race in which the host tries to
ioessays published by WILEY Periodicals, Inc. Th
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detect and intercept the intruder and
mount an effective immune response
while the pathogen tries to avoid or
overcome recognition and evade or
suppress such response [4, 5]. To this
end, pathogens secrete so-called effec-
tors; molecules that interfere with host
physiology [6, 7]. In turn, hosts evolve
immune receptors that can detect effec-
tors or their activities and initiate
an immune response. Consequently,
pathogens need to continuously modify
existing effectors or evolve novel effec-
tors to subvert their host [4, 8].

Sexual reproduction has been ob-
served in nearly all branches of the
eukaryotic tree of life [9]. It provides an
important mechanism to establish ge-
netic variation by combining genetic
information of two parental lineages.
Before genetic information is trans-
ferred to the progeny, meiotic recombi-
nation generates novel combinations
of existing alleles. It is therefore not
surprising that meiotic recombination
is considered an important driver for
rapid adaptation of pathogens to their
hosts [10, 11]. Nevertheless, in a consid-
erable proportion of eukaryotic line-
ages, no sexual cycle has ever been
observed [12], e.g. in around 20% of
all fungi, a kingdom that contains
pathogens of animals and plants. Such
lineages that lack a sexual cycle have
been considered evolutionary dead-
ends [10, 13, 14]. However, several
recent observations challenge this
view, since some organisms appear to
be successful in the absence of sexual
reproduction. For instance, bdelloid
rotifers are microscopic animals that
have persisted for millions of years with
an asexual lifestyle, and recent insight
www.bioessays-journal.com 335is is an
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in the genome of a bdelloid rotifer
confirmed that its genome structure
is incompatible with conventional
meiosis due to frequent genomic rear-
rangements [15]. Similarly, comparative
genomics on Verticillium dahliae, a
fungal plant pathogen for which a
sexual cycle has never been observed,
revealed extensive chromosomal rear-
rangements that establish lineage-
specific (LS) genomic regions that are
responsible for adaptation to plant
hosts and evolution of fungal aggres-
siveness [11] (Fig. 1). Thus, these
organisms evolved means to generate
genomic diversity and compensate for
the apparent lack of sexual reproduc-
tion. A plethora of processes can create
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genomic variation in eukaryotes, and
we hypothesize that commonly ob-
served chromosomal rearrangements
provide a pivotal mechanism to pro-
mote adaptation.
A plethora of mechanisms
facilitate genome
evolution in eukaryotes

Meiotic recombination is a strong driver
of genomic diversity by recombining
genetic material from two parental
lineages. However, various other mech-
anisms of eukaryotic genome evolution
have been described (Fig. 2).
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Replication errors cause single
nucleotide polymorphisms

DNA point mutations can be limited to a
single or few nucleotides and involve
deletions, insertions, and substitutions
that are often caused by replication
errors (Fig. 2A). The frequency of such
mutations is not uniformly dispersed
across the genome [16], and accumula-
tion and fixation of (non-synonymous)
single nucleotide substitutions has been
associated with accelerated evolution.
For instance, a single nucleotide poly-
morphism in Avr4, a gene encoding
an effector protein that protects the
hyphae of the tomato leaf mould fungus
Cladosporium fulvum against the hydro-
lytic activity of secreted host chitinases,
is sufficient to avoid recognition by
the immune receptor Cf-4 and reinstall
the capability to infect tomato plants
[17]. Further evidence that single nu-
cleotide substitutions play an impor-
tant role in the evolutionary arms
race in pathogen-host interaction is
provided by the gene encoding the
ATR13 effector of the oomycete downy
mildew pathogen Hyaloperonospora
arabidopsidis and the corresponding
immune receptor RPP13 of its host
Arabidopsis thaliana, since both are
highly polymorphic and under positive
diversifying selection [18]. These loci
illustrate a co-evolutionary conflict
between host and pathogen, where
host attempts to intercept the effector
are matched by pathogen attempts to
evade recognition.
Horizontal DNA transfer can
introduce novel traits into
genomes

The exchange of genes over species
barriers – referred to as horizontal or
lateral gene transfer (HGT) – can play
an important role in genome evolution
(Fig. 2B). A striking example of HGT
that affected pathogen evolution is the
transfer of the ToxA gene, a host-
selective toxin-encoding gene [19],
from the wheat pathogen Phaeosphae-
ria nodorum to Pyrenophora tritici-
repentis [20]. This resulted in the
ability of P. tritici-repentis to infect
wheat and led to the emergence of
the wheat spot disease [20]. Using
comparative genomics, extensive HGT
essays published by WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
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Figure 2. Mechanisms of eukaryotic genome evolution. Several mechanisms can alter the
genetic material of eukaryotic species: A: DNA point mutations (stars) can alter single (or
few) nucleotides. B: Genetic material can be transferred from a donor lineage over species
barriers (dashed line) into the genome of an acceptor lineage. This can either be limited to
single genes (horizontal gene transfer; HGT) or comprise entire chromosomes (horizontal
chromosome transfer; HCT). C: Inter- or intra-chromosomal rearrangements can lead to a
variety of genomic changes. Double-strand breaks (DSBs) are indicated by red arrows and
dashed lines.
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leading to evolution of the genomes
of eukaryotic pathogens has been
reported over recent years [21–23].
One example where cross-kingdom
transfer from plants to fungi may have
occurred is the V. dahliae effector Ave1
Bioessays 36: 335–345,� 2014 The Authors. B
that is required for full virulence in
tomato. For this effector, only a handful
of microbial homologs – in addition to
numerous plant homologs – were iden-
tified, and their combined phylogeny did
not follow species phylogeny [24].
ioessays published by WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
In addition to the transfer of single
genes, also the transfer of entire chro-
mosomes has been documented in
pathogenic fungi [25, 26] (Fig. 2B). This
typically involves conditionally dis-
pensable chromosomes that are not
required for growth, but confer an
advantage when colonizing particular
ecological niches. Such dispensable
chromosomes have been implicated in
pathogenicity of several plant patho-
gens, such as in Alternaria spp. where
they encode biosynthetic genes for
host-selective toxins that determine
the ability to infect particular plant
hosts [27, 28]. Horizontal transfer of
dispensable chromosomes was experi-
mentally demonstrated in Fusarium
oxysporum, a species complex that is
composed of non-pathogenic lineages
and lineages that cause disease on
single to few plant species, collectively
affecting a wide range of host plants.
Applying comparative genomics to a
F. oxysporum strain that causes tomato
vascular wilt with Fusarium pathogens
of cereals (F. graminearum and F.
verticillioides) and pea (F. solani)
resulted in the identification of LS
genomic regions including four entire
chromosomes that are enriched for
(candidate) effectors [26]. Through co-
incubation of a tomato pathogenic
isolate of F. oxysporum and a non-
pathogenic isolate, horizontal transfer
of LS chromosomes was established,
which resulted in pathogenicity on
tomato of the strain that was originally
non-pathogenic [26]. Thus, horizontal
transfer of dispensable chromosomes
considerably increases genome plastici-
ty and may contribute to rapid adapta-
tion to novel niches.
Chromosomal rearrangements
induce duplications, deletions,
inversions, and translocations

The wheat pathogen Mycosphaerella
graminicola contains 21 chromosomes
of which eight are conditionally dis-
pensable [29, 30]. Particularly, the
dispensable chromosomes display a
high frequency of chromosomal rear-
rangements and, in the absence of
strong positive selection, have been
hypothesized to drive divergence [31].
Chromosomal rearrangements induce a
multitude of genomic variations such as
337
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duplications, deletions, inversions, and
translocations, leading to the gain or
loss of genomic material [32, 33] and are
observed in both sexual and asexual
fungi [31, 34] (Fig. 2C).

Duplication of genetic material im-
mediately leads to genetic redundancy,
whereby gene copies can subsequently
diverge and evolve toward novel or
altered functionality [35] (Fig. 2C). When
grown under nutrient limitations, dupli-
cations induced by ectopic recombina-
tion are commonly observed in yeast
[36]. A duplication that occurred inde-
pendently several times in different
populations resulted in additional cop-
ies of the high affinity sugar trans-
porters HXT6 and HXT7, which led to
increased fitness upon sugar limita-
tion [36, 37]. In plant pathogenic fungi
and oomycetes, the expansion of a
plethora of gene families such as
peptidases, glycoside hydrolases, kin-
ases, or transporters has been implicat-
ed in the pathogenic lifestyle [38–44].

Loss of genetic material by deletion
can reduce the fitness of an organism
(Fig. 2C). However, also the opposite
situation can occur, for instance when a
pathogen loses genes encoding mole-
cules that are recognized by host
immune receptors. For example, the
deletion of the Avr9 effector gene from
the genome of C. fulvum overcomes
recognition by tomato plants carrying
the Cf-9 immune receptor [45]. Similar-
ly, the Avr-Pita effector of the rice blast
pathogen Magnaporthe oryzae is fre-
quently lost to avoid recognition by the
Pita immune receptor [46]. Frequent
losses, but also duplications, of Avr-Pita
genes are mediated by translocations
between different chromosomes [47].
These translocations together with
transfer of genetic material between
strains, provide a mechanism to recover
Avr-Pita if the pathogen encounters
hosts that lack the Pita immune recep-
tor [47]. Therefore, the dynamic evolu-
tion of the Avr-Pita effector provides an
interesting example how pathogens can
overcome the apparent irreversible loss
of genetic material.

Inversions are intra-chromosomal
rearrangements that do not necessarily
result in loss of genetic material
(Fig. 2C). However, inversions can have
a considerable impact on meiotic repro-
duction by reducing recombination
frequencies. Firstly, inversions may
338
interfere with the proper pairing of
homologous chromosomes during mei-
osis, and thereby reduce recombination
in these regions. Secondly, if meiotic
recombination after pairing of homo-
logous chromosomes occurs, chromo-
somal recombinants may not be stable
due to deletions or duplications, which
eventually results in suppression of
recombination. The suppression of
recombination in the region of the
inversion fixates gene combinations
that otherwise might have been un-
linked by meiotic recombination.
Together with the reduced homogeniz-
ing effect of meiotic recombination
between sister chromosomes from
different parental lineages, mutations
accumulate and lead to divergence in
the region of inversion. If genes within
the inversion confer adaptation to the
local environment, the inversion accu-
mulates and becomes fixed within the
population [48, 49]. Thus, inversions
may increase adaptation, for instance
to particular habitats, and support
spatial isolation within the popula-
tion. Moreover, larger inversions can
also affect genes involved in reproduc-
tive isolation, and, together with
enhanced divergence, drive specia-
tion. Inversions, therefore, seem to
be strong promoters of reproductive
isolation [3, 48].
Transposable elements
promote genome evolution

The genomes of many eukaryotes con-
tain a high amount of transposable
elements (TEs) – DNA sequences
that can change their position within
the genome. TEs can impact the gene
content of a genome by inducing gene
knockouts, modulating gene regulation
or causing double-strand DNA breaks
(DSBs) by TE excision.

In addition to these active roles, the
major contribution of TEs toward ge-
nome evolution is passive. Non-faithful
repair of DSB is facilitated by highly
similar sequences such as abundant or
propagating TEs. TE-mediated genome
rearrangements therefore decrease syn-
teny, as was shown for the rice blast
fungusM. oryzae [50, 51]. Repair of DSBs
that are induced by excision of TEs can
cause loss of genetic material [52],
which has been hypothesized to cause
Bioessays 36: 335–345,� 2014 The Authors. Bio
extensive gene loss, especially of effec-
tor genes, in the wheat powdery mildew
pathogen Blumeria graminis [52].

Genome rearrangements are not
only mediated by TEs, but also by other
highly repetitive elements such as
micro- and minisatellites; short nucleo-
tide repeats that differ in the length of
the repeat unit [53]. Moreover, genome
rearrangements have been observed
in proximity to highly abundant tRNA
genes in yeast [54]. It is yet unclear
if the highly repetitive nature of the
tRNA genes themselves or the preferred
insertion of TE elements in proximity to
these tRNA genes is the mediator of
ectopic recombination [54, 55].

The high abundance and their high
levels of similarity make TEs and other
repetitive sequences obvious ectopic
substrates in naturally occurring DSB
repair pathways [56]. Moreover, increas-
ing evidence suggests mobilization of
TEs by environmental stresses leading
to genome evolution [57].
DNA repair pathways play
a central role in the
establishment of genomic
diversity

Many of the outlined evolutionary
mechanisms, and especially the geno-
mic rearrangements, are associated
with spontaneous or induced DNA
damage that can lead to DSBs. To date,
several repair pathways that facilitate
repair of DSBs have been characterized
(Fig. 3). Repair of DSBs play important
roles in fostering genomic diversity
during meiotic and mitotic recombina-
tion, and errors during these processes
can promote extensive genomic rear-
rangements (Fig. 2).

DSBs are faithfully repaired by
several repair pathways depending on
their nature and timing during the cell
cycle [58–60]. In vegetative (mitotic)
cells, spontaneous DSBs are repaired by
homologous recombination (HR) or
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) to
maintain genome integrity. In meiosis,
DSBs are repaired by HR between sister
chromatids, a process that is crucial to
generate diversity by recombining ge-
netic information [59]. Moreover, HR
plays an additional role by physically
linking sister chromatids thereby
essays published by WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
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ensuring correct chromosomal pairing
and segregation [59, 61]. In contrast to
spontaneously induced DSBs, DSBs
in meiosis are actively induced by
the meiosis-specific topoisomerase-like
DNA transesterase protein Spo11 [58,
62]. Even though the faithful repair of
DSBs and the highly regulated active
promotion of DSBs during meiosis is
crucial, errors in DSB repair pathways
and their regulation can promote ectop-
ic chromosomal rearrangements.

Before the repair of DSBs by HR
or NHEJ is initiated, DSBs need to be
recognized and pre-processed [63]
(Fig. 3). Initially, the 50 ends of the
DNA are trimmed to generate short free
30 ends on both sides of the breaks by
the so-called MRX (Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2)
complex, a heterotrimeric protein com-
plex with nuclease activity.

NHEJ is an error-prone mechanism
that efficiently ligates ends of DSBs that
Bioessays 36: 335–345,� 2014 The Authors. B
lack extended sequence similarity [64]
(Fig. 3). If more than one DSB occurs,
NHEJ can result in deletion, inversion,
and translocation within and between
chromosomes [65]. NHEJ can occur
during the entire cell cycle because
it does not require the presence of
homologous sequences [64]. However,
its activity is suppressed during
meiosis to reduce deleterious effects
on genome integrity [66]. Interestingly,
the yeast Lachancea kluyveri lacks the
genes involved in this mechanism and
displays a low degree of genomic
rearrangements [67].

HR relies on significant regions of
homology to faithfully repair DSBs.
Therefore, after exposure of short 30

overhangs of both sides of the break by
the MRX complex, the exo-nuclease
Exo1 exposes longer stretches of sin-
gle-stranded DNA by removing nucleo-
tides of one of the strands in 50–30
ioessays published by WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
direction (Fig. 3). DSB repair can be
directed into several different sub-path-
ways that differ fundamentally in fre-
quency and outcome between meiotic
and mitotic recombination [59]. Where-
as cross-overs are the main outcome of
meiotic recombination, they are gener-
ally rare during mitotic recombination
and gene conversion is the predominant
outcome [58].

In most of the HR pathways, the
highly conserved eukaryotic protein
Rad51 binds single-stranded DNA after
pre-processing by the MRX complex and
the exonuclease Exo1 (Fig. 3). Rad51
promotes pairing of homologous dou-
ble-strands and the invasion of the
template strand (called D-loop) that is
used as a primer for DNA synthesis. In
the double-strand break repair (DSBR)
pathway, Rad51 together with Rad52
promotes capturing of the second DNA
strand leading to a mobile cross-over
junction between four strands of DNA
(so-calleddouble-Holliday junction) [68]
that will result either in a cross-over or
in gene conversion. During mitosis, the
synthesis-dependent strand annealing
(SDSA) pathway is evoked more often,
since no cross-overs are formed. During
SDSA, the initially invading strand can
339
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be displaced and subsequently anneal
to the sequence on the other side of the
DSB. If only a single free DNA end is
available, break-induced replication
(BIR) is a frequent repair mechanism.
In BIR, the D-loop forms a replication
fork and uses homologous sequences
as template for leading/lagging strand
synthesis. Single-strand annealing
(SSA), the only pathway that does not
utilize Rad51, can operate in the absence
of a homologous double strand. SSA
aligns homologous stretches within the
single-stranded DNA formed by trim-
ming. Subsequently, these can anneal
and the breaks can be ligated, frequent-
ly causing losses and rearrangements if
several independent DSBs occur.
DNA repair is tightly
regulated to maintain
genome integrity

Due to the deleterious effect of most
genomic rearrangements, the detec-
tion and repair of DSBs are tightly
regulated [59, 69]. Not surprisingly,
mutations affecting central compo-
nents of DSB repair pathways are
responsible for an increase in genomic
rearrangements. Mutations in individ-
ual components of the MRX complex
increase the rate of chromosomal rear-
rangements by several hundreds [70].
Similarly, non-deleterious mutations
of Rad51 lead to spontaneous chromo-
somal rearrangements [71].

The chromatin organization and the
recruitment of DSB repair proteins are
tightly linked since both are determined
by histone modification and/or DNA
methylation [72, 73]. In the yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe the chro-
matin structure is altered by the meth-
ylation of histones (H3K9), a process
that depends on the RNA interference
(RNAi) machinery [74]. Mutations in
central components of the RNAi ma-
chinery result in improper chromosome
segregation [74]. In contrast, DNA
and histone methylation occurs inde-
pendent of the RNAi machinery in
the filamentous fungus Neurospora
crassa [75]. Instead, methylation of
AT-rich DNA is promoted by a multi-
protein complex known as DCDC (Dim-
Cul4-DDB1 Complex) that contains
five proteins and is capable of histone
340
methylation (H3K9) [75]. Subsequently,
histone methylation is detected and
leads to the recruitment of a DNA
methyltransferase (Dim-2) that mediates
DNA methylation [75]. Mutations in
genes encoding DCDC components cause
errors in segregation of chromosomes,
leading to chromosomal loss, and hyper-
sensitivity to DNA mutagens [75].

TEs are powerful facilitators of evolu-
tion but may at the same time be harmful
to the individual organism. Therefore,
several complementary mechanisms to
control TE activity have evolved. In many
fungi, duplicated DNA is actively mutat-
ed by a process called repeat-induced
point mutation (RIP) [76]. RIP compo-
nents detect duplicated DNA stretches
and actively induce C to T point muta-
tions, thereby locally increasing the AT
content. The DCDC is recruited to these
AT-rich regions leading to the methyla-
tion of H3K9 and subsequently to the
Dim-2 mediated DNA methylation, and
thereby directing heterochromatin for-
mation on these sites [75, 77]. In other
eukaryotes, TE activity can also be
silenced by RNAi at the transcript
level [78] as well as by DNA methyla-
tion [79]. Mutations modifying the DNA
methylation machinery in A. thaliana
lead to mobilization of TEs [79].
A structured genome
facilitates genome
evolution

Eukaryotic genomes are not just a
random sequence of genes; they are
structured and contain clusters of co-
expressed genes or genes that operate in
the same process, such as the biosyn-
thesis of particular compounds [80]. Co-
expressed neighboring genes are often
packed in chromatin structures that are
defined by a distinct composition of
chromatin binding proteins and likely
act as a regulatory unit [81]. Within such
chromatin areas chromosomal rear-
rangements rarely occur, whereas their
frequency is higher outside these
areas [81]. Moreover, chromosomal
rearrangements depend on the spatial
organization within chromosomes [82].

Structured genomes are common in
eukaryotes and have been described
in plants, animals, and fungi [83–85].
Structured genomes are also frequently
Bioessays 36: 335–345,� 2014 The Authors. Bio
observed in pathogenic organisms. The
oomycete plant pathogen Phytophthora
infestans possesses a bipartite genome
that contains gene-sparse regions that
are transposon-rich and harbor effector
genes alongside gene-rich and transpo-
son-sparse regions containing the core
genome with its household genes [39,
86]. The fungal pathogen Leptosphaeria
maculans, the causal agent of stem
canker on Brassica, displays a similar
genome organization with AT- and
transposon-rich regions that contain
effector genes [87]. Using a simple
evolutionarymodel with rearrangements
mediated by TEs as a mutational opera-
tion, it was demonstrated that structured
genomes evolve naturally from a random
genome over time [88]. These structured
genomes contain islands of “core” genes
involved in essential functions as well
as regions of genes that play a role
in adaptation and interaction with
the environment. This structure fosters
short-term adaptations by increasing the
probability of favorable mutations using
chromosomal rearrangements [88]. The
common occurrence of structured
genomes therefore highlights their likely
evolutionary advantage to foster adap-
tations. Dispensable chromosomes that
determine pathogenicity in various spe-
cies can be seen as themost extreme case
of genome structuring.
Genome rearrangements
foster evolution in the
absence of sex

Recent findings suggest that the absence
of an obvious sexual lifestyle does not
necessarily result in limited genetic
diversity, and that in particular genomic
rearrangements can foster adaptation
(Figs. 1 and 2). For instance, the recently
sequenced genome of the persistent
(several millions of years) asexual meta-
zoan bdelloid rotifer Adineta vaga
revealed a genomic structure that is
dominated by genomic rearrangements,
mainly through mitotic recombina-
tion [15]. Interestingly, this structure is
incompatible withmeiotic recombination
since allelic regions, that normally pair
during meiosis, are rearranged; in 20
cases these are found on the same
chromosomes [15]. Abundant gene con-
version, likely initiated by DSBs, appears
essays published by WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
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to be a mechanism to eliminate deleteri-
ous mutations that may otherwise accu-
mulate in the absence of meiotic
recombination [15]. Moreover, A. vaga
has been subject to HGT as up to 8%
of its genes are likely of non-metazoan
origin, a frequency as high as reported for
some bacteria [15, 89]. Frequent genomic
rearrangements, gene conversion and
HGTs likely contribute to diversification
and homogenization in the absence of
sex, thereby revealing that sexual repro-
duction is not required for evolutionary
success and persistence [15].
Non-conventional modes
of reproduction can drive
genetic diversity

Many fungal species have initially been
considered to lack a conventional sexu-
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al cycle, and were thus seen as strictly
asexual (clonal). However, several of
these species were later discovered to
have cryptic, hence hidden, sexual
cycles, or other modes of reproduc-
tion [90, 91] (Fig. 4). For instance,
comparative genomics identified many
meiosis-specific genes, as well as the
mating type locus that encodes genes
that are critically required for sexual
reproduction, in the apparently asexual
fungus Candida glabrata, suggesting it
has a cryptic sexual cycle [92]. Similarly,
comparative genomics identified com-
ponents of the meiotic machinery in
apparently asexual mycorrhizal Glomus
spp., suggesting that these are cryptic
sexual fungal species [93]. In some
cases, a sexual cycle has even been
observed for apparently asexual spe-
cies, such as for the saprotrophic and
opportunistic mammalian pathogenic
fungus Aspergillus fumigatus [94]. In
tosis

arrangements

n

iosis

n
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α

α

a
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omal loss;
ation
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ing type, fuse which is occasionally followed
enetically unstable and undergo non-meiotic
exual reproduction, genomic rearrangements
and horizontal gene transfer, can generate
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addition to rare, hidden, cycles of
sexual reproduction that involve two
opposite mating types, non-convention-
al modes of reproduction are also
observed in presumed asexual species.
For instance, Candida albicans was
considered as an obligate diploid that
reproduced strictly asexual, but was
later found to undergo parasexual
reproduction as well as unisexual
reproduction [95, 96]. Parasexuality
involves the fusion of two hyphae that
form a genetically unstable polyploidy
nucleus that quickly returns to the
initial state by concerted chromosomal
loss [97]. Intriguingly, some of the
meiosis-specific genes appear to be
important for parasexuality, which
has been extensively studied under
laboratory conditions in C. albicans
and can lead to extensive recombination
of homologous chromosomes and su-
pernumerary chromosomes [97]. Uni-
sexual reproduction has originally been
described for the basidiomycete fungal
pathogen Cryptococcus neoformans and
involves a regular sexual cycle between
partners of the same mating type [98,
99] (Fig. 4). Similar to C. albicans, two
mating types of C. neoformans are
maintained in the population, although
the distribution is skewed to one of
the two [100]. Unisexual reproduction
frequently generates aneuploidy, which
can be linked to phenotypic changes
and drives adaptation [99]. Interesting-
ly, it has recently been hypothesized
that unisexual reproduction may
even be the original ancestral form of
sexual reproduction to which sexes
have evolved later [91]. With these
alternative modes of reproduction in
mind, one can wonder whether genu-
inely asexual, and truly clonal, fungal
species really exist.
Genome rearrangements
facilitate adaptation in
Verticillium dahliae

V. dahliae is a soil-borne fungal plant
pathogen that can infect a broad range
of hundreds of host plants through the
roots, after which the fungus colonizes
the water-transporting xylem vessels to
cause wilt disease [101]. Even though
two mating types have been described
for this fungus, their distribution within
341
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the population is heavily skewed toward
one of the two, and sexual mating has
never been observed in vivo or in
vitro [102, 103]. Since V. dahliae is a
non-motile soil-borne microbe with
little to no opportunity to spread, the
chance that two opposite mating types
encounter each other is extremely
limited. Therefore, V. dahliae is consid-
ered to be a strictly asexual species that
propagates clonally. Nevertheless, se-
quencing and comparative genomics
of 11 V. dahliae strains revealed the
occurrence of HGT of the effector gene
Ave1 and of extensive inter- and intra-
chromosomal rearrangements [11, 24]
(Fig. 1). These rearrangements have
generated highly dynamic LS regions
that contain hundreds of genes. More-
over, these LS regions are enriched for
in planta-expressed genes. Targeted
deletion of several highly in planta-
expressed genes compromised fungal
aggressiveness, thus providing evi-
dence for a role of LS regions in host
colonization and niche adaptation.
Therefore, it can be speculated that
the genomic plasticity that is estab-
lished through extensive chromosomal
rearrangements drives the evolutionary
arms race of this pathogen with one of
its hosts, tomato, by facilitating aggres-
siveness and adaptation.

Similar to C. neoformans, the V.
dahliae population shows a heavily
skewed mating type distribution, justi-
fying the question whether cryptic
sexuality, parasexuality, or even uni-
sexuality may occur. Meiotic recombi-
nation during sexual reproduction can
generate significant genetic diversity.
However, the extent of chromosomal
rearrangements as observed between
lineages of V. dahliae does not appear to
be compatible with a sexual lifestyle [11],
unless perhaps with lineages with
similar genome structures. Considering
the biology of V. dahliae as a soil-borne
pathogen that has little to no opportu-
nity to spread, this would entail repro-
ductive isolation, and ultimately
perhaps even speciation. Nevertheless,
it cannot be excluded that the observed
asexual V. dahliae strains continuously
emerge from an underlying sexually
propagating population. Notably, the
diploid crustacean Daphnia pulex
occurs as a mixed population contain-
ing asexual and sexual lineages. A
recent population genomics study
342
revealed that current asexual lineages
of D. pulex are young (considerably
younger than 1,250 years), exhibit no
signs of purging of deleterious muta-
tions, and have high rates of gene
conversion and deletion [104]. A rate
of mitotic recombination (gene conver-
sion and cross-over) that exceeds the
mutation rate is beneficial for asexual
taxa due to purging of deleterious and
fixation of beneficial mutations [105,
106]. However, the high rate of gene
conversions and, in particular, gene
deletions in the asexual lineages of D.
pulex leads to rapid loss of heterozygos-
ity, in turn resulting in the exposure of
pre-existing deleterious mutations that
lead to genetic deterioration [104, 106].
Thus, a high turnover of asexual
lineages, which can continuously
emerge from sexual relatives, occurs
due to decreased longevity of these
lineages [104]. A presumably mixed
population structure in V. dahliae
presents an interesting scenario, since
the population would have a high
evolutionary potential: sexual repro-
duction can rapidly create genetic
variability and asexual reproduction
quickly spreads successfully selected
genetic variation, e.g. novel or altered
effector genes [10]. Additionally, para-
sexual as well as unisexual reproduc-
tion can create a fair amount of genetic
variation, especially in the absence of a
compatible mating partner (Fig. 4).
However, both types of reproduction
involve faithful pairing of homologous
chromosomes, which might be com-
promised by the extensive genomic
rearrangements observed between
V. dahliae lineages (Fig. 1), and is
therefore limited to lineages with simi-
lar genomic structures.

So far, cryptic sex or alternative
sexual cycles have not yet been ob-
served in V. dahliae. Thus, further
understanding of the different molecu-
lar and genetic mechanisms that pro-
mote genome evolution and genetic
diversity, in particular the extensive
genomic rearrangements, are required.
Furthermore, it still needs to be
assessed whether the genome of V.
dahliae contains all the genes that are
required for meiosis. As Verticillium is
a relatively small genus that consists of
ten species of soil-born fungi, only a
handful of which are successful plant
pathogens [107], perhaps the non-
Bioessays 36: 335–345,� 2014 The Authors. Bio
pathogenic species display reduced
levels of rearrangements and, conse-
quently, do not have the genetic
flexibility that allows them to success-
fully participate in the arms race with
plant hosts.
Mechanisms that facilitate
genomic rearrangements

The DSB-inducing protein Spo11, which
was initially thought to be meiosis-
specific, plays a central role in the
genetic recombination during the para-
sexual cycle in C. albicans: deletion of
Spo11 compromised recombination, in-
dicating a possible evolutionary con-
nection between these processes [97].
Similarly, a role for Spo11 has been
described during the unisexual repro-
duction of C. neoformans [108]. Interest-
ingly, A. vaga as well as V. dahliae
contain a potential ortholog of Spo11
([15], Seidl MF unpublished). Even
though parasexuality as well as unisex-
uality can generate variability through
genetic recombination it has not yet
been observed to generate genomic
rearrangements as extensive as those
observed in V. dahliae. Therefore,
reverse genetics using targeted muta-
genesis of Spo11, together with other
proteins involved in genetic stability
and meiotic or mitotic recombination,
needs to reveal the role of these
components in the establishment of
chromosomal rearrangements in V.
dahliae.

TEs prompt a danger for asexual
organisms since they harbor the poten-
tial of unconstrained propagation if not
controlled by RNAi, DNAmethylation or
RIP [15]. Notably, V. dahliae and A. vaga
contain only a small repertoire of TEs
when compared with other fungi or
metazoans [15, 41, 109]. TEs are not
randomly distributed in V. dahliae and
occur in clusters, as was similarly found
in M. oryzae [41, 50, 109]. Interestingly,
the occurrence of TEs and genes in-
volved in pathogenicity is increased in
the proximity of the sites where genomic
rearrangements occur [11]. Even though
TEs do not occur as frequent as in many
sexual propagating pathogens with
large genomes [110], they may never-
theless act as the substrate for ectopic
rearrangements. Together with a struc-
tured genome that includes LS regions
essays published by WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
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ments for short-term adaptation, TE-
mediated rearrangements are major
candidates to drive genome evolution
in this pathogen [11, 41, 88].
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Conclusions

We postulate that genomic rearrange-
ments are a driver of adaptation in
organisms that are not engaged in
conventional sex (Figs. 1 and 4). Al-
though the underlying mechanisms
remain unknown, candidate mecha-
nisms can be assigned, as genome
integrity depends on the repair of DSBs
and mitotic and meiotic recombination,
complex processes that are highly
linked (Fig. 3). Furthermore, TE activity
can mediate genomic rearrangements,
which may be regulated by epigenetic
modifications such as DNA methylation
and histone modification [79]. Central to
our hypothesis is the finding that
genomic rearrangements in V. dahliae
provide an advantage in the evolution-
ary arms race with its hosts. Verticillium
is a relatively small genus that contains
only a handful of successful plant
pathogenic species [107]. Comparative
genomics of multiple strains of patho-
genic and non-pathogenic species with-
in the Verticillium genus will reveal the
genetic diversity and the occurrence
and extent of genomic rearrangements
linked to adaptation and virulence.
Moreover, systematic population geno-
mic studies complemented with mat-
ing experiments should reveal the
presence of cryptic sexual, unisexual,
or parasexual propagating lineages.
Co-evolution experiments involving
pathogen lineages with hosts in chang-
ing environments might reveal cryptic
or alternative sexual cycles and further
elucidate their contribution to adapta-
tion. Thus, further research will reveal
the molecular mechanisms that allow
organisms without a conventional
sexual cycle to break evolutionary
limitations and foster diversity to
adapt to changing environments as
well as the time frame wherein they
act.
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